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Specializing in Full Sales Funnel Design, Email Campaigns and Long Sales Copy,
For Print, Video, and Web since January 2010

Present Clients
INFO PUBLISHING / BIZ OPP
American Writers and Artists: Rebecca Matter & Katie Yeakle – Copywriter
February 2012 – present
Long Style Sales Letters
o Web Intensive 2016 (February 2016)
o Joshua Boswell’s Getting Clients
Roadmap (November 2015)
o 4 Weeks to B2B Pro Virtual Workshop
(June 2015)
o Ryan Deiss’ Funnels for Copywriters
(June 2015)
o Joshua Boswell’s 12 Week Path to
Success (April 2015)
o Web Copywriting Companion Series
(March 2015)
o Joshua Boswell’s Launch Your Writer’s
Life Tour (March 2015)

o Web Intensive Home Study (February
2015)
o Bootcamp 2015 (December 2014)
o Web Intensive 2015 (November 2014)
o Bob Bly’s Getting Clients Weekend
Home Study (August 2014)
o Joshua Boswell’s Christian Writing
Success (July 2014)
o AWAI’s B2B Writing Success
membership website (October 2013)
o Heather Lloyd Martin’s SEO
Certification Event (May 2013)

Lift Notes, Auto-responders, and Solo Sales Emails
o For back-end and acquisition campaigns

HEALTH
Boardroom, Inc. – Michele Wolk – Junior Copywriter
The Great Cholesterol Myth – Direct Mail Package
o With Marcella Allison and Richard Armstrong
o 64-page bookalog, plus envelopes, lift note, etc.
o Mailing January 2016
Natural Health Sherpa: Jeff Radich and Marc Stockman - Copywriter

Metabolic Mastery Club
o Member engagement copy for regular content
Emails & Autoresponders
o Joint venture / affiliate swipe copy
o Back-end campaigns
Long-Style Copy
o Single-sheet upsell package inserts
o Converting VSL scripts to WSLs
Biomedical Research Laboratories: Chris Jacob – Copywriter
Advertorials
o INVIGOR8 – to endurance athletes
o INVIGOR8 – to cyclists
o Print ads for supplements in fitness, endurance magazines
Natural Health Insiders: Lee Euler – Contributor
October 2013 – present
NHI Newsletter
o Editorial contributor
Cancer Defeated! Newsletter
o Editorial contributor

Past Clients
FINANCIAL
The Motley Fool: Aaron Winter and Anand Chokkavelu
“Marketing Derby” Participant
o Ad Copy
o Emails
Nestmann Financial: Brandon Rowe
Short Promo
o “Strategy 10-650”
HEALTH / BEAUTY
Rockwell Nutrition: Marc Stockman – Copywriter
o Email campaign
The Dental Practice Marketers: Dan Mount – Advertorial Writer
o Copywriter for monthly dental print newsletters
Shapeshifter Media: Lacy Arnold & Adam Steer - Copywriter

Long Sales Letter
 Lean Moms: 3 Female Fat Loss Factors (April 2014)
o With Kim Krause Schwalm
Al Sears, MD: Helen Buttery & Jeff McGeary – Copywriter
Long Style Sales Letters
o Pure Radiance: Renew SCII – The Skincare of the Future (Oct. 2014)
o Primal Force: Estro-Cleanse – Estro-Destruction! (October 2014)
Newsmax Media, Health Division: Travis Davis – Copywriter
Long Sales Letters
o Dr. Erika’s Healthy Balance – Weight Loss Letter
o Dr. Erika’s Healthy Balance – Hair Loss Letter
o 10-Day Detox Diet
o The Exercise Cure
o Dr. Small’s Alzheimer’s Prevention
Video Sales Letter Script
 Heartburn: An Early Warning Sign of These 4 Cancers (July 2013)
Medix Select, Newsmax Supplement Division – Copywriter
Magazine Insert
 Sales piece for supplement, Somnacore
Beachbody: Rory Mach - Copywriter
Magalog Test Cover - dermExclusive
Nutrikel: Jim Lillig & Greg Kelly – Copywriter
Print Advertorial, Landing Page, and Banner Ad Copy for supplement Natural Curves
The Healthy Back Institute: Steve Coombes - Article Ghostwriter
September 2010 – February 2014
2-3 articles per month on a variety of natural health topics
Ignite Naturals / Shift North Marketing – Copywriter
August 2013 – December 2013
Email marketing campaigns for re-launching products
RagTag Health / JJ Smith Group, Inc. – Copywriter & Contributor
June 2013 – January 2014
Editorial contributor and copywriter
Mira Herbals: GRO Corporation – Copywriter
January 2013
Direct mail package copywriter

Physique: Body of Tea: Asti Alexandria - Managing Director & Partner
November 2011 – May 2012
Copywriter, marketer, and manager
OTHER
Mike G. Hersh – Sales Letter Copywriter
August 2011 – March 2012
Internet marketing copywriting, 60+ pieces
Dynamx International Center for Artistic Body Sculpting – International
Marketing Manager
June 2010 – December 2012

Training & Education
American Writers and Artists
Clayton Makepeace’s Financial Copywriting
Intensive
2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Web Copywriting
Intensive
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 Bootcamp
The Accelerated Program for Six-Figure
Copywriting
How to Write a Money-Making Website
Writing for the Health Market
Writing for the Christian Market
Ben Settle
Email Players subscriber

Colorado State University, Class of 2012
Bachelor of Arts in English – Creative
Writing
Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle
Gold Member
Magnetic Marketing
Perry Marshall
Influential Copywriting Retreat, May 2013
Steve Roller’s Copywriter Café
Ultimate Writing Retreat, September 2013
Torchbearers International Bible
College
Certificate in Biblical Studies, May 2010

Further samples and testimonials can be provided at your request,
Or found on KnightCopywriting.com/Portfolio

R. Rae Robinson
Rae@KnightCopywriting.com
1.970.237.9014

Guide to Samples
This portfolio includes:


Email Samples
JV / Affiliate
Product Promotion to Back-End – Full Series



Stock Tease
Company: Sovereign Society
Title: “The Money Pipe”
Headline and lead; spec sample.



Long-Style Sales Letter
Company: Eagle Financial
Publication: Mark Skousen’s “Forecasts and Strategies”
Title: “S.W.A.N. Investments”
Headline and lead; spec sample.



Long-Style Sales Letter
Company: Weiss Research
Publication: Safe Money Report
Title: “Second Housing Bust Imminent”
Headline and lead only; spec challenge



Short-Style “Tripwire” Sales Letter
Company: Nestmann Financial
Product: How to Legally Reduce Your Tax Bill by $10,000 or More
Title: “Strategy 10-650”
Headline and lead included; paid project.



Short Email Carrier
Company: The Motley Fool
Title: “Warren Buffet’s Worst Nightmare”
Paid project.

Email Samples
JV / Affiliate Teaser Copy
Client: Natural Health Sherpa
JV with: Tyler Bramlett, Garage Warrior

Subject Line:

When to NEVER drink water...
The one time you should never drink water...
Boy, was I wrong!

Body:

Hey there, it’s The Sherpa here.

I always thought you should drink water constantly throughout the day, as much as
you possibly could.

I was W.R.O.N.G.

In fact, there are several, very specific time periods during your day when you
should NOT drink water — or any liquid at all.

Drinking during these no-no times could be significantly increasing your appetite.

And if you’re trying to lose weight, I don’t have to tell you that’s the opposite of what
you want.

The fix is very simple — just DON’T drink anything during those times of the day.

Your appetite will not only go back to normal, it can even decrease, making it much
easier to control cravings, eat fewer calories, and set yourself up for much easier
weight loss.

So, when should you be avoiding liquids?

The answer is revealed in Habit #4 in Tyler Bramlett’s FREE book, 27 Body
Transformation Habits.

It’s full of brain-dead-simple but high leverage “life hacks” you can use to
significantly transform your mind, body, and life almost overnight.

Again, the book is FREE... but he has a limited supply available so click below to get
yours now. (Over 5,000 people have already picked up theirs, so hurry!)

==> Pick up your FREE book here.

Remember, keep an open mind to new ideas, but ALWAYS do your own homework...
and combine that with common sense to figure out what’s best for YOU.

Naturally yours,

The Sherpa

P.S. It’s low-effort, high-impact “life hacks” like this that will help you truly change
your life in 2016.

Even if you implemented just one of these 27 tiny habits a week, you’d be
unrecognizable in just 6 short months.

Tyler makes it unbelievably easy to do — and he’s giving away his book for FREE!

==> Pick up your FREE life-hacking book here to get started ASAP.

Subject Line:

Whacky 45-second “Shower Trick” burns fat like crazy

Body:

Hey there, it’s The Sherpa here.

If you could burn fat by doing ONE thing in the shower... for 45 seconds or less...
would you do it?

It may sound a little crazy...

But a former NASA scientist used the scientifically-proven concept behind this
“shower trick” to force his metabolism into high gear and double his rate of weight
loss.

He reported losing 30 pounds of pure fat in just 6 weeks when he added it to his
regular diet and exercise.

This little-known trick is Habit #12 in Tyler Bramlett’s book, 27 Body
Transformation Habits ...

And he’s giving away FREE copies right now to a limited number of people.

==> Click here to get your FREE book now!

By the way, faster fat burn is just one of the LIST of proven health benefits of Habit
#12, including:

 Stabilizing blood pressure...








Improving circulation...
Increasing testosterone levels... (ladies, this is good for you, too!)
Improving immune system...
Helping you sleep better...
Boosting energy...
And much more.

Again, Tyler is giving away this book for FREE for a limited time.

It’s packed with 26 other super-easy, time-efficient, but highly effective habits just
like the “shower trick”...

Each and every one has the power to boost your weight loss, reduce your stress,
increase your daily energy and change your life in 2016. (Implement all 27, and your
life may become unrecognizable!)

==> Get your FREE copy of 27 Body Transformation Habits here!

Remember, keep an open mind to new ideas, but ALWAYS do your own homework...
and combine that with common sense to figure out what’s best for YOU.

Naturally yours,

The Sherpa

Subject Line:

How to eat donuts & pizza and never get fat

Eat more pizza, lose more weight

Eat donuts and ice cream to get skinny

8 rules for minimizing fat gain in cheat meals

Body:

Hey there, it’s The Sherpa.

Ready for the BEST weight loss tip you’ve ever heard?

If want to lose more weight, faster...

Eat pizza, doughnuts, ice cream, chips, fries, and all your favorite lip-smacking carba-licious foods.

No, I haven’t gone nuts...

My friend Tyler Bramlett — a super-successful personal trainer with hundreds of
satisfied clients — says it’s not only OK to have a diet break with these exact foods...
he encourages it!

Whatever your favorite forbidden food is, he’s giving you permission to dig in.

There are only two parameters:

Enjoy your cheat meal once during the week...

And, if you want to minimize as much “damage” as possible, follow Tyler’s 8 very
specific (very SIMPLE) rules for cheating.

These rules allow you to enjoy your glorious tower o’ onion rings without a second of
worry about tomorrow’s weigh-in.

No guilt. No worries. No extra pounds.

Best of all?

Tyler has detailed his 8 rules for freely cheating on your diet — along with 26 more
of his favorite life-changing hacks — in his new book, 27 Body Transformation
Habits.

And he’s giving the book away for FREE for a limited time.

==> Get the 8 simple rules for guilt-free cheat meals here for FREE.

Remember, keep an open mind to new ideas, but ALWAYS do your own homework...
and combine that with common sense to figure out what’s best for YOU.

Naturally yours,

The Sherpa

P.S. These 8 “Cheat Meal Rules” are so simple, but they can make a HUGE difference
in minimizing fat gain from the “bad” foods you love.

Seriously ... one rule is “drink tea” after your meal. How easy is that?!

So, if you want to get back to indulging without the guilt, then you need to get this
book... especially while Tyler is giving it away FREE.

==> Click here to secure your FREE copy of 27 Body Transformation Habits!

Full Email Series Sample
Client: American Writers & Artists, Inc.
Product: Web Copywriting Intensive (60 seat event; price point $5,000)

11-22-15 WW9 Full File Lift ONE
Subject: The “crazy” way to become a web writer
From: Rebecca Matter, AWAI

This might just be the “craziest” way to become a successful web copywriter.
It allows you to develop ALL the skills you need and build a complete business … with
expert guidance … in just three days.
Not three years … or three months …
Three days.
That’s “crazy” fast! Like jumping off a cliff and diving right into your successful
writer’s life.
When you see what I’m talking about, you might think it’s crazy too …
All I know is that it’s worked for hundreds of writers before you …
And I have no doubt it’ll work for you, too.
In fact, I bet you $400 that, by the end of the first day, you’ll be convinced it’s not
crazy after all … but actually the smartest AND most effective way to become a
well-paid writer.
Click here.
To your success,
Rebecca Matter
President, AWAI
P.S. Unlike jumping off a cliff, this has NO risk to you …
We’ve identified all the potential obstacles on your path to success … and built
bridges over them so you can fly right by.
Plus, you’re protected by my 110% money-back guarantee.
And, if you get in now, you’ll also get a HUGE discount off your ticket.
Check it out now:
URL

11-24-15 WW9 Full File Lift TWO
Subject: The $274,800 difference 72 hours can make
From: Rebecca Matter, AWAI

I met Rae Robinson at AWAI’s 2012 Web Copywriting Intensive in San Diego.
She was just 22 years old then, and hadn’t even graduated from college.
The first night of the event … before any of the learning sessions had taken place …
she marched right up to me and handed me her portfolio.
“I want to write for you!” she said.
Her samples looked good, so I asked her to pitch me a series for The Writer’s Life.
The next morning it was waiting for me in my inbox.
Long story short, I wrote her a $1,000 check at the end of the event … and almost
four years later, she’s not just one of my go-to copywriters …
Her career is exploding.
Today, I’ve asked her to share her inspiring story … and how she went from making
just $12,000 per year as a freelancer to earning a six-figure income in 2015.
To your success,
Rebecca
--Hey, %firstname%! Rae here.
Rebecca always tells that story like I was a cool, collected cucumber that night … but
the truth is I was shaking like a leaf.
I was nervous to talk to her …
I was nervous to be at the event …
And I was really nervous about my future as a writer. (You’ll see why in a minute.)
But if I had known the profound difference Web Intensive was going to make in my
life …
I would’ve made the decision to attend a LOT sooner!
Without Web Intensive and AWAI, I don’t know where I’d be right now.
Society dictates that, as a 26-year-old college graduate, I ought to be “paying my
dues” as a hostess at Applebee’s or working an entry-level office job …

Quite possibly still living in my parents’ basement, hoping for a career to come my
way.
I certainly wouldn’t be in my home office, in jeans and bare feet, writing to you.
I wouldn’t be able to cut out at 3:30 to hit the gym …
Travel whenever I want to …
Play cards on Tuesday mornings with my Grandma …
Or take an entire month off to write my novel (which I plan to do in December. Hold
me to it!)
That’s my idea of lifestyle freedom.
But how about financial freedom?
Now …
When I first heard about freelance web writing as a way of making money I was a
little skeptical. (All those years ago, people were being scammed left and right by
promises of “Internet cash machines.” Thank goodness, THIS is NOTHING like that.)
I wanted to know EXACTLY how much money people were really making … and if it
was worth the risk.
So when I heard writers like Mindy McHorse, Bob Edelstein, and Henry Bingaman
(who wasn’t much older than me) were all making very handsome incomes …
It was enough to convince me I had to give it a shot.
Now, I want to do the same for you.
I want to show you exactly how much money I’ve made … so you can decide for
yourself if it’s worth the “risk.”
(By the way, there’s never an ounce of risk with AWAI. They are the most genuine
and generous company I’ve ever done business with — and they always fulfill their
money-back guarantees.)
I’m not at all embarrassed to let you look at MY earnings. I think being totally
upfront about it will only help you.
So back in 2011, I was writing articles for pennies per word in the “content mills.”
Seriously …
I was just looking at my ledger from one of my “clients” back then. I have numbers
like $2.58 recorded … for the whole month!
I hadn’t even heard of AWAI at that point, and I made about $12,000 as a freelance
writer through sheer determination.
At that point, I was exhausted and about to give up and get “a real job.”
I had no idea how to achieve my dream of earning a decent income as a writer.

That all changed when I dove in and attended my first Web Intensive in 2012.
With the skills I learned … the supportive and energizing atmosphere … and the
confidence I got from landing that assignment from Rebecca … my income doubled
to $25,700.
It’s only gone up since then:


In 2013, I landed a few “big-fish” clients, including Newsmax Media, and
doubled my income again to $61,100.



In 2014, I committed to the six-figure mark, but didn’t quite make it. I
earned $81,000, writing web copy for AWAI, Beachbody, and Al Sears.



This year, I finally achieved my goal. I’ve earned $107,000 in 2015 working
from home, on my own schedule, writing web copy for clients I absolutely
love.

That’s $274,800 I honestly believe I wouldn’t have had the skills,
confidence, or opportunity to earn, had I not spent 72 hours at the Web
Intensive.
Yes, it took me three years to hit my personal financial goals … but I think the speed
of my growth is very achievable if you’re willing to get the skills and put in the effort.
What are your goals? How much would you need to make as a web writer to live the
life you really want?
While you’re thinking about that, I highly recommend reading Rebecca’s letter about
this year’s Web Intensive.
Inside, you’ll discover that this year’s event is going to be more hands-on than
previous years, making your chances of faster, greater success even better than
mine.
My story is just one of many, many success stories that have come from Web
Intensive.
I truly hope that you will be the next.
But … you have to be there in order to find out!
Click here to get all the details … and see how your decision today could be the one
that changes your life forever.
I’ll see you in Austin!
Very truly yours,
Rae Robinson
Six-figure copywriter (!!)
P.S. Some people say to me, “Well, you have an English degree! You’ve got a leg up
over me.”

Not something English majors hear very often …
But the truth is, I really didn’t. Web copy is so conversational, the ability to write
technical essays and critical analyses didn’t help me much.
In fact, web copywriting is the great equalizer. Unless you’ve specifically written web
copy before, no one has more of an advantage than anyone else.
Plus, if you register for Web Intensive today, you’ll get access to three “pre-event”
sessions that get you up to speed on the basics, so you can make the most out of
your time in Austin.
Check out all the details here!

12-7-15 WW9 Lift THREE
Subject: FAQs About Web Intensive

%firstname%,
“Will I really get hands-on writing experience?”
“Do I have to have finished The Accelerated Program For Six-Figure Copywriting?”
“How is all of this possible in just three days?”
These are just a few of the questions I’ve gotten since I opened registration for the
2016 Web Copywriting Intensive a few weeks ago.
I’ll answer all of them in just a moment …
But first, if you’re considering attending, I encourage you to decide quickly.
XX% of tickets are already gone … and there are only three days left before the price
goes up another $1,000.
So if you want to guarantee you get a seat and save a cool $1,000 … register right
now.
I can’t guarantee that any seats will be available if you wait, especially since the
price is going to jump up on December 9th at midnight.
If you haven’t seen the breakdown for the event yet, click here:
URL
Okay, now I’ll answer some of the great questions I’ve gotten over the past few days
…

 Will I really get hands-on writing experience?
Yes. This is a web-writing workshop. We are going to teach you what to write and
then how to write it.

Our expert speakers will reveal their personal writing processes and best practices,
then you’ll craft a piece of web copy for a real AWAI product.
Your Copy Chief will be there to help you brainstorm, guide you through the writing
process, and help you make your copy even stronger.
You won’t just walk away with a complete portfolio of web samples … you could
receive a $2,000 check for your work! (See below for more details.)

 Do I have to own or finish The Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting
to attend?
No. If you’ve taken the program, it can only help you.
If you haven’t, no worries!
I’ll give you a “crash course” in persuasive writing basics before the event.
That way, you’ll have all the basics you need to feel comfortable completing the
assignments during the event.

 Is this going to be a repeat of material in Web Copy 2.0?
Not likely. Certainly, Nick’s program is based on web-writing fundamentals, so there
may be some “repeated” theory, but it’s always good to get a refresher!
You’ll be getting updates on what’s working on the web today in all areas of web
writing, plus the perspectives of other guest experts.

 How is all of this possible in three days?
Magic!
;) Just kidding.
We don’t call it Web Intensive for nothing — it’s intense!
You’ll be completely immersed in the training for three days with no distractions.
You’ll be amazed at what you can accomplish in that kind of energetic and supportive
environment.
Plus, we’ll be teaching you only the skills you need to get started fastest — no fluff
here!

 Will ticket prices go down as we get closer to the event?
Great question — no! This isn’t one of those events that slashes prices to sell last
minute seats.
Frankly, it’s because we never have any “last minute seats.” This is a small, intimate
event … and tickets are very limited.
In fact, the BEST time to save on a ticket to Web Intensive is right now.
I’m offering you $1,000 off … but only until December 9th at midnight!
==> Click Here to Register Now!
Or, get all the details here.

I hope that helped clear up any questions you had. If not, I’m only an email away …
or, you can always call our friendly Member Services team at 1-866-879-2924.
To your success,
Rebecca Matter
President, AWAI
Founder, Wealthy Web Writer
P.S. One other question I wanted to answer …

 How do I qualify to receive the $2,000 paycheck?
Answer: Write and work with your Copy Chief!
At Web Intensive, you’ll be writing your way through assignments for a real AWAI
product.
I’ve asked the Copy Chiefs (the advanced freelancers who’ll guide you through the
writing process) to keep an eye out for copy and Big Ideas that are ready to test.
Best part is, you don’t have to have years of copywriting experience to come
up with unique Big Ideas … so even if your copy is a little rough, we will work with
you to refine it and make it stronger.
If I want to test your copy, I’ll write you a $2,000 check right there, on the spot …
you’ll get to put AWAI on your list as a paying client … and it could be the beginning
of a beautiful (and mutually beneficial) relationship.
Learn more about Web Intensive here!

12-8-15 WW9 Lift FOUR
Subject: Best Christmas Present EVER
From: Rebecca Matter, AWAI
%firstname%,
Just a friendly reminder …
For just 48 hours, you can save an incredible $1,000 off admission to Web
Intensive 2016.
This is the BEST deal you’ll ever see and it’s off the table tomorrow at midnight.
If you’re still on the fence, I’ve got FIVE reasons you should register right now:

1. It’s a VERY generous discount. $1,000 is like getting your airfare, hotel, and
meals for FREE … plus, some extra cash leftover.

2. This deal EXPIRES soon. After December 9th at midnight, the price will go up …
and keep going up … until the day of the event. So if you’re ready to be an indemand web writer, why wait and spend more than you have to?
3. Seats are going FAST. I’m not sure which is going to run out first, the Super EarlyBird Discount or tickets!
4. The four-month payment plan. If you sign up today, you can take advantage of
this easy plan that allows you to make your final payment after the event.
5. My double risk-free guarantee takes all the risk away … making your decision
right now totally stress-free.
Actually, let me tell you a little more about that …
First risk-free guarantee: Even though February is a few months away, there’s no
risk in registering now.
If you change your mind, something comes up, or you decide you just can’t make it
this year, you have until January 8, 2016, to let Member Services know.
You’ll get 100% of your money back … no fees or questions asked.
Second risk-free guarantee: If you attend the pre-event sessions I have planned
for you … and come to the first day of the Intensive … and you’re not convinced
you’re learning financially valuable skills AND building the foundation of a solid webwriting business … from THE best people in the industry … all you have to do is let
me know.
I’ll not only refund your entire fee, I’ll include an extra 10% to compensate you for
your time and energy.
I am that confident in this hands-on training event.
It will give you all the skills you need to make a splash in the web-writing niche …
build a business on the spot … get confident with your new venture … and change
your life forever.
And remember, that experience begins the moment you sign up, thanks to the
exciting pre-event sessions you’ll get access to.
Oh … and there’s a SIXTH reason:
It’s an investment in yourself.
As Warren Buffett said, “Investing in yourself is the best thing you can do … you’ve
got a tremendous asset that can return ten-fold.”
In this case … I think getting a hundred- or thousand-fold return won’t be a stretch.
Much more than the 72-inch TVs most people are “investing” in this holiday season …

that’s for sure!
Speaking of the holidays …
What better gift could you give yourself than investing in yourself … your career …
and your future?
It’s absolutely your decision:


You can get committed to your success, fly to Austin, and immerse yourself in
the life of a web copywriter for three days.



You can get the skills you need during the hands-on writing workshops, led by
some of the world’s most talented copywriters, including Clayton Makepeace,
Nick Usborne, and Ben Settle.



You can build a proven, customized self-marketing plan with Joshua Boswell’s
expert (and enthusiastic) guidance …



You can get one-on-one feedback on your work and career coaching from
advanced freelancers, who have nothing else to do but help YOU for 3 days …



You can make life-long friends and develop a valuable network of advanced
freelancers and master copywriters who are all pulling for you (and may even
send work your way some day) …



You can walk in with NO previous writing or web experience … and walk out
72 hours later with a complete web writing business built and ready to make
you successful …



And you can completely change your life.

Your current level of skill doesn’t matter at all.
This is hands-on training … which means you can walk in with literally nothing but
your laptop and your dedication … and walk out with a business and the confidence
you can succeed.
It’s that simple.
See exactly how I plan to fulfill that promise here:
PROMO URL
Just remember that more and more of your fellow future web writers are taking me
up on this fantastic deal by the minute.

So if 2016 is going to be YOUR year, I urge you to sign up soon.
==> Click Here to Register Now ...
To your success,
Rebecca Matter
President, AWAI
Founder, Wealthy Web Writer
12-9-15 WW9 Lift FIVE – Super Early Bird LC
Subject: LAST CHANCE to save $1,000 on Web Intensive!
From: Rebecca Matter, AWAI

This is it!
You only have a few hours left to save an incredible $1,000 off Web Intensive 2016.
At midnight tonight, the price will be going up …
If you want 2016 to be YOUR year for copywriting success, I would register now.
And I do recommend registering now …
Every year when I send this “last chance” email out, there’s a mad scramble …
And since we only have ## tickets left, the event could be sold out before midnight.
Don’t wait another minute to decide. I don’t want you to get put on the waiting list!
Register here:
URL
Or, review the details here.
I hope to see you in Austin!
To your success,
Rebecca Matter
President, AWAI
Founder, Wealthy Web Writer
P.S. By the way, the deadline is midnight Eastern Time. If you’re on the west
coast, you only have until 9:00 p.m. to decide!
Register here.

Financial Copywriting Samples

What’s NOT in this massive, football-field
sized tank has already made investors a
whopping 3,099%1—

And when the “money pipe” feeding it flips on as early as December,
revenues for the proud American company that owns it
(and four more like it) will jump 1,015%.2
And that’s just in the first three years …
On May 13th, 2015, the company announced
there will be even more where that came from—
making now, more than ever, the time to get in.

Dear Savvy Investor,
What I’m about to show you is one of the safest ways to profit big from the booming energy
market, without a lot of risk.
You don’t have to get your hands dirty with drilling companies …

Yahoo Financial.
http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=LNG&a=08&b=4&c=2010&d=05&e=3&f=2015&g=m
2 Cheniere Credit Suisse Energy Summit Presentation – Feb. 2015. Slide 29. http://phx.corporateir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=101667&p=irol-presentations
1

You won’t have to worry about “fracking” controversies — or have your heart stop every time
the left tries to shut down building pipelines through America …
You won’t have to go cross-eyed trying to figure out options or futures …
And you won’t even have to get into bed with the temperamental “widow-makers” found in the
commodities market.
See …
The United States is on the tipping point right now.
We’re about to claim a honking portion of the global energy market by becoming, for the first
time in history, a major exporter of this particular commodity.
And there’s ONE company who stands to profit the most ...
Yes, the proud American company that owns those massive tanks is positioned to dominate 12%
of the GLOBAL market by 2020 …
Virtually without competition …
And with no foreseeable ceiling to future growth.
The tidal wave they’re riding was created by a “perfect storm” of significant advantages:
 Pre-built facilities that, after modification, gave them a running start and first rights to a
government-sanctioned “monopoly” in the form of licenses and permits. (They’ll
dominate the market for a minimum of two years as their competition scrambles to
catch up to them … if they ever can.)3
 Strategically placed infrastructure with access to a dozen suppliers, ensuring their
“money-pipe” has consistent supply for their customers.
 And, they have the first facility in the world with the ability to switch direction, from
export to import and back, if supply and demand should ever flip the way it did in 2008
when the U.S. struck energy gold.
Today, they’re perfectly positioned to take advantage of the HUGE global demand—which is
expected to double in just the next ten years.4
And this growth potential isn’t hot air or optimistic predictions.
It comes with a guarantee — in the form of a commitment to buy made five years in advance.
Thanks to the standard operating procedures of this particular energy industry, this company
already has six multi-national corporations locked in to special 20-year contracts called “TOPs” …
Mad Money – Jim Cramer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaFY8IdlD4M 5:00
Investopedia. http://www.investopedia.com/stock-analysis/051115/cheniere-wants-you-focusthese-5-key-points-lng.aspx?partner=YahooSA
3
4

Contracts that guarantee revenue to the tune of $2.9 billion per year.5
These contracts require signees to either pick up the portion they’ve reserved … or pay massive
fines. Either way, the company—and its revenues—are protected.
When the money-pipe turns on and these contracts begin, the owner of these tanks — and any
shareholders on-board — will enjoy the benefits of a huge influx of cash and 1,015% increase of
revenues by the end of 2017.
But here’s where it gets even more interesting …
The growth isn’t going to stop there.
On May 13th this year, the CEO announced their final investment decision to build another
facility—and by mirroring its first facility, it will only take three years to start producing.
They haven’t even broken ground, but they already have over 60% of this facility’s production
under those special “take or pay” contracts … with another six corporations … that will bring in
yet another $1.5 billion per year.
So while your holdings are getting nice and fat from a huge cash influx this winter, you can
expect another big wave by the end of 2018.
And you know what?
It’s going to happen AGAIN in 2020 by tacking on two additional pieces of infrastructure.
Are you starting to get a feel for how this company does business?
They protect themselves and their investors from every angle, while leading an industry in
innovation.
But safe, long-term growth doesn’t have to mean small growth.
So …
Even if you missed out on the whopping 3,099% stock growth over the past five years, which
could’ve turned $25,000 into a monstrous $750,000 …
Getting in now, while everything is quiet and before the pipe flips on …
Could mean a relatively low-risk, high-reward growth for your portfolio.
By the way … I’m not the only one excited about this company.
Richard Perry recently bought 2.37 million shares, making it the third-most valuable stake in his
portfolio …6

Cheniere Credit Suisse Energy Summit Presentation – Feb. 2015. Slide 29.
Yahoo Financial. http://finance.yahoo.com/news/richard-perry-makes-cheniere-third233829282.html
5
6

Seth Klarman of Baupost Group has a $1.1 billion stake in the company after doubling his equity
in January this year …7
Jim Cramer from CNBC’s Mad Money raves about the stock, regularly hosting the company’s
CEO on his show. I would be very surprised if he didn’t have a significant stake in the company
either.
And Charles Payne recently raved, “I LOVE this company!”8
As media attention increases, now, more than ever, is the time to get in.
So, stick with me for the next few minutes and I’ll reveal everything you need to know about this
company (and multiple other ways you can take advantage of the same “tidal wave” they’re
riding) …
Why I think this is one of the safest AND most exciting “legacy-building” stocks you could have in
your portfolio …
And how a never-before-seen move by this American company could single-handedly change
the world:
 Helping billions of people from the UK to Morocco, Mexico to Korea stretch their
pounds, dirhams, pesos and won further …
 Helping Western European countries sidestep Putin’s death-grip on their energy
resources …
 And, bring global recognition to the U.S. as a contributor to the world’s energy sources
… while creating thousands of jobs locally and indirectly supporting 125,000 across the
country.9
When the “money-pipe” flips on, billions of people around the world will cheer as that empty
tank starts filling up.
I’ll be one of them … and as soon as I reveal this company to you, I think you will be too.
Believe it or not, it all started in 2008 …

The Great American Gas Boom, the world’s most expensive freezer,
and how they can make you rich

Yahoo Financial. http://www.gurufocus.com/news/306580/seth-klarman-doubles-stake-incheniere-energy-inc
8 Payne’s Picks. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8-l-dQQMMI
9 Cheniere Credit Suisse Energy Summit Presentation – Feb. 2015. Slide 3.
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Long-Style Sales Letter
Company: Eagle Financial
Publication: Mark Skousen’s “Forecasts and Strategies”
Title: “S.W.A.N. Investments”
Headline and lead; spec sample.

For Investors Who Want a Safe Haven …
Not a Sexy Risky New Tech Stock …

The Top Safest, Little-Known “S.W.A.N.” Investment
for Your Money Today
(This Stock May Be Totally Unsexy—Even Boring—Yet It Has Beaten the Market by Up
to 95.86%)
Just a few weeks ago, something incredible happened in a very small, relatively
unknown niche of the stock market.
It wasn’t headline news, of course.
The world was far too distracted by Putin’s power play in the Middle East …
Hillary Clinton’s mysterious email scandal …
And China’s dangerous real-estate see-saw that rocked the global markets.
But while talking heads were screaming Doomsday! Doomsday! as the DOW took a nose
dive …
A small group of #### in-the-know investors quietly earned 30% on their money.
Not after 30 years of patient investing … but in just one week.
And that seemed like icing on top of the cake …
Because that same little-known investment had just paid yet another generous 5.5%
dividend.
It’s carefully evaluated, hand-picked investments like these …
That we, at Eagle Financial Publications, refer to as a S.W.A.N. investment.
S.W.A.N. investments are totally unsexy … they’re usually not hot electric sports cars or
anything you’ll see on the front page of the Wall Street Journal …

They’re even … well … a little boring.
But these are the quiet, safe-haven niches … hiding in the middle of volatile markets,
while remaining largely unaffected by them, like the eye of a hurricane.
I’ll explain more about that in a minute, but the bottom line is … with investments like
these, you can Sleep Well At Night (SWAN), knowing your hard-earned money is far
safer than if it were being gambled with options … or being sold off piecemeal in the
form of mutual fund fees.
Plus, they have policies to consistently raise dividends … so you can rest assured the
company is working to grow and support higher and higher distributions on your shares
… on top of a healthy yield …
And they have unbeatable track records.
As you can see, the top SWAN I’m talking about has raised its dividend payments for the
past 44 straight quarters.

There’s nothing else on Wall Street like this.
Right now, we have 16 total S.W.A.N. investments … I’m going to give you our #1
performer here in this video … and show you how you can get FIVE others for free.
But first, let me introduce myself … and explain why I want to reveal our top “dividend
gushing” play to you, for free.
My name is Roger Michalski.
I’ve been the publisher here at Eagle Financial Publications since 2001.

I was just sitting here at my desk, with one eye on the stock tickers and the other on the
news, thinking …
Can’t anyone tell the truth anymore?
It seems like dishonesty is the new standard.
Everywhere you look, it’s liar … after liar … after flagrant liar.
We get nothing but lies from Russia …
Deceit from the Chinese about cyber-hacking …
And you know Iran is crossing its fingers behind its back about its intentions with its
nuclear program.
It’s even worse here at home.
Getting the most ridiculous stories from the White House is nothing new …
But the incoming players aren’t much better. (If you’re watching the 2016 elections
unfold, I’m sure you’ve rolled your eyes more than once.)
You can’t get a straight answer out of the Fed about interest rates …
Big banks are getting even bigger … and the greedy CEOs directly responsible for
creating the 2008 crisis are still in power in their cushy executive chairs, promising they
won’t do it again …
Even the mainstream media has taken up lying. It’s nearly impossible to get a straight
story from any news channel, no matter which way you lean politically.
It’s like the world is a bucket of crabs … all trying to pull each other down.
I was just sitting here at my desk, thinking …
Why not try honesty on for a change? (And how about generosity?)
Lying and greed got us into this mess … so hopefully, this presentation will be a breath
of fresh air.
All 16 of the SWAN investments we recommend are based on years and years of highly
qualified people’s research.

Months upon months of honest to goodness number crunching and analysis, not to
mention decades of experience in economics …
And, I’m not going to lie to you to try and make a buck … or hype something up to make
it sound more attractive or interesting than it really is.
Because quite frankly … these stocks are the definition of boring.
If you’re like me … that’s what you WANT.
Because if you’re like me, you’re tired of being afraid.
Aren’t you?
Aren’t you tired of financial gurus screaming their heads off about blood in the streets
when the Fed finally raises rates?
Don’t you just want a peaceful, safe-haven where you can put your money and enjoy
healthy growth?
I don’t mean the measly fractions of a percent you’re getting in savings accounts or CDs.
Not to mention income-boosting dividends … regularly paid … quarter after quarter.
Yes—such a thing does exist …
So, if you want a dose of honesty … and to find out the little-known safe-havens for your
money in these turbulent times … stick with me for a few more minutes.
I’ll show you one of our favorite investments here at Eagle … give you the exact buying
instructions … and show you how to get five more of them for free.
But first, I want to introduce you to the man who brought these investments to our
attention in the first place …
Dr. Mark Skousen.








Introduce and give Skousen credibility; testimonials relating to him directly
Explain Austrian economics, and why his predictions / analyses are more
accurate, more often
Reveal EDP
Tease the free report offer (5 Dividend Plays)
Make the offer
Eliminate risk
Push & Close

Long-Style Sales Letter
Company: Weiss Research
Publication: Safe Money Report
Title: “Second Housing Bust Imminent”
Headline and lead only; spec project.

From the Editor that Predicted the 2008 Crisis THREE Years Ahead of Time …
and Landed His Subscribers as Much as 467% Profit Despite the Market
Swan Dive …

Weiss Research’s Mike Larson Warns:

“SECOND HOUSING BUST IMMINENT!”

“The Echo Housing Bubble of 2014 is inflating NOW—
and all signs say bust:
 While the Fed spends billions to keep credit cheap (like they did in the early
2000s …)
 The home price index is swelling (as it did from 2004 to 2006 …)
 And stocks in housing are rocketing way too fast (and it will hit its peak, like
in June 2006 …)
 Very soon, interest rates will surge as investors dump bonds back into the
market ...
 And loan rates will boom … causing delinquencies, foreclosures, and the
inevitable gutting of your equity!

In the next 60 seconds, I’ll prove it to you — and more.
You’ll not only discover a 5-step foolproof system to defend your
family’s wealth … I’ll show you three “secret” markets that will grow
regardless of crisis. When the Echo Bubble bursts, you won’t even flinch.
You’ll sleep like a baby, confident your wealth is flourishing,
uninterrupted, while lesser investors flounder.
All this for FREE—right here, right now.
From the desk of Mike Larson, Safe Money Report editor
Dear Savvy Investor,
Most advisors and big boys on Wall Street gravely misdiagnosed the market
symptoms of mid-2005…

But not here at Safe Money Report, where Dr. Martin Weiss and I began warning
investors as early as April 2005 that the market was about to go into cardiac arrest.
Sure, we’ve had a brief recovery. But the housing market is about to blow up once
again. This one could be even worse than 2008…
Let me explain.
Consider the “State of Real Estate” at the time of publication …


Interest rates are surging as hordes of fidgety investors dump their bonds
… despite the Fed’s multi-billion dollar attempts to suppress it.
Your home value (and possibly your retirement) is once again at risk …
(And a hyper-liberal Chairwoman on the way, who doesn’t give a rip about
natural, honest prices, isn’t helping clear the air!)



Banks are relaxing their loan standards, making the Fed’s artificially
cheap credit available to every Tom who wants a loan.
Plus, a shocking 16% of all mortgages are adjustable-rate (just like in June
2008) … that could, in a matter of months, unleash a tidal wave of
delinquencies and foreclosures. House values in your neighborhood will
plummet around you … and you may end up upside down in your mortgage!



Rampant investors are snapping up every bite of real estate available —
having flipped 136,184 houses in the first half of 2013 alone.
But they have to parry in and out fast, because they know what’s coming …
You may have seen it in your city already, as supply decreases and artificially
rising house prices manipulate the value of your own property …



The home price index is swelling, by as much as 30% in some markets.
Right before the market last crashed, it had taken five years for prices to rise
50%. To escalate this quickly, with no appreciation in American wages to
support it, could cause the Echo Housing Bubble to become seriously
unstable.
That’ll make both your housing investments and every other stock you own
rocky, too …



Stocks in housing-related companies are skyrocketing, like mortgage
insurer Radian Group (RDN) up 7x in one year … yet, prominent investors are
secretly dumping home-building stocks in Pulte, Lennar, and Toll Brothers
because they too know what’s coming…



And that’s not even the half of it …

All of these symptoms combined send chills of déjà vu down my spine… it feels just
like it did that spring of 2005.

And you’re going to start noticing the effects outside your portfolio soon.
Once this Echo Bubble bursts, the stock market will crash again. Unemployment will
soar as thousands of companies drop through the bottom of the bucket — quite
possibly lower than ever before.
And this time, the bond market won’t be there to cushion the fall. It’s going to crater
out as investors lose faith in the United States government … dump their bonds …
and force the Fed to print more and more money. The value of the dollar will fall
while interest rates shoot up.
Closer to home, it’s not going to be pretty either …
It will really sting … when your stocks crash again with the rest of the market…
When your wife hints she’s going to the grocery store (again…?)
When your company puts a halt on your annual raise and Christmas bonus, because
budgets are tight … borrowing is expensive … consumers aren’t spending … and hey,
at least you still have a job!
(And you pray every night to keep it, because who’s going to hire someone this near
retirement?)
Then, it’ll start to really hurt. Imagine the punch in the gut every time another bill
arrives in your mailbox …
And with interest rates surging the way they are, is opening another credit card even
an option?
Isn’t this is supposed to be your time? … Your time to finally buy your dream car: the
Porsche 911 Turbo in Guards Red with natural leather interior and all the options.
(But with 9%, 14%, or even as much as 18% interest on auto loans, there’s just no
way.)
It means putting your life on pause, waiting to retire … when you should be living it
up in Key West or savouring a fine Bordeaux in the south of France.
And frankly, time is against us, my friend. We don’t have unlimited time or health to
put life on pause because of a market crash.
And then the guillotine really falls. And you’re forced to put off retirement for
another year… and then two…
Maybe have to sell your home and move to something smaller… but THAT is a
problem in and of itself.
Surging interest rates mean money is more expensive and hard to come by.
o

Lenders will crack down on their standards, making credit harder to come by,
even for those who can afford it…

o

Housing inventory will overcome demand, and the value of your property will,
once again, plummet…

o

More people will default on the loans they shouldn’t have gotten in the past
few years, causing the homes in your neighborhood to go into foreclosure
faster, and again, stripping the value of your own property…

And all of that means one thing…
You’re Stuck.
You’re stuck in your home for at least another five years housing doesn’t bounce
back like other markets do.
You’re stuck working for another x number of years, because you can’t sell the house
to add to your nest egg, and food, gas, everything is so damned expensive.
And you’re stuck with crummy stocks that face planted despite following Wall
Street’s best advice.
What’s worse is that this kind of bubble can drag us into a full-blown depression —
taking all of your assets with it.

You Know What I Have to Say to All of That?
Bullshit.
Sorry to be crass, but you’ve paid your dues with decades of hard work, loyalty, and
doing everything your country asked you to. The market doesn’t care if you’re about
to retire. It will take you down… if you let it.
That’s why I’m coming to you with this time-sensitive information today — so you
can take action now to protect your wealth from yet another financial storm.
I want you to avoid all the unnecessary suffering, scrimping and waiting that comes
with a depression. (That Porsche isn’t going to drive itself!)
In just a minute, I’m going to give you my 5 Surefire Ways to Protect Your
Home Equity, Wealth, and Retirement so you can prepare and protect your
wealth with confidence.
Then, I’m going to reveal the three “secret” markets that will continue to grow, no
matter how hard the market crashes. These “superhero stocks” act as a shield, so
your money can keep growing happily—and you can keep living your life!
When you prepare yourself today, the coming bust won’t even touch you. You won’t
have to take out a new credit card to pay for groceries. You can keep working
without caring about that lost Christmas bonus… or heck, retire if you’re ready!
And friend… you won’t have to put your life on pause.
I’m going to help you get there. But, I just realized I haven’t introduced myself yet…

Short-Style “Tripwire” Sales Letter
Company: Nestmann Financial
Product: How to Legally Reduce Your Tax Bill by $10,000 or More
Title: “Strategy 10-650”
Headline and lead only

Discover President Kennedy’s Secret Tax Loophole that Allows
Fortune 500 Companies to Save Millions on Their Taxes Every Year
… 100% Legally

It’s Called “Strategy 10-650”—
and over 1.4 million business owners in the United States could
start using this strategy immediately …
if they only knew about it …
From the desk of Mark Nestmann,
America’s Financial Privacy & Asset Protection Expert
Dear Savvy Business Owner,
Every year, the IRS snickers on the way to the bank …
But not for the reason you might think.
They’re laughing because small business owners and corporate CFOs alike are
sending in billions of dollars of taxes they could have easily avoided with some
simple restructuring and a sharp lawyer.
Why?
Because they don’t know the secret tax strategy that the biggest companies in
America have been using since 1962 …
It’s a totally legal move that President Kennedy himself signed into law, allowing
those in the know to avoid taxes for as long as they wanted …
A “black hole” that has helped companies cut their tax bills by 50% … 70% … up to
90% on certain types of income.

Apple used it to knock its tax rate from 35% per year down to a measly 1.9% …
As did Google, Starbucks, and most every big Fortune 500 company, thereby saving
themselves millions in taxes every year.

It drives the IRS crazy that these revenue giants are “getting away” with their
billions … and the media had a heyday last summer over what they called “blatant
tax dodges.”
It’s not a tax dodge. It’s a 100% legal deferment. And you don’t have to be a
Fortune 500 to take advantage of it.
But even so, you may be wondering …

If It Drives the IRS Nuts—
Why Hasn’t the Government Closed the Loophole?

Short Email Carrier
Company: The Motley Fool
Title: “Warren Buffet’s worst nightmare”

Subject: Warren Buffet’s worst nightmare is about to come true
Dear Savvy Investor,
62 years ago, Warren Buffet did something most people thought was absolutely
nuts:
He piled more than half his net worth into one little auto-insurance company with a
secret.
They’d found a way to undercut all of its competition (by 15% or more).
That crazy investment is now worth $13 billion …
But because of one significant change in technology—something straight out of a
science fiction novel—Buffet’s entire billion dollar industry might be on the verge of
vanishing.
It could happen in as little as FOUR YEARS.
It’s not far-fetched. Google has already put on the map. And Nissan is close to
releasing as soon as 2018.
And this emerging tech could make you rich.
Filthy rich.
If you’ve longed for a time machine that could take you back to 1986, so you could
invest in another “little” company called Microsoft …
Or the 1990s, so you could have a shot at AOL and Amazon.com …
Or even just a year ago, so you could cash in on the 307% gain from 3D Systems’
explosive growth …
Then what I want to reveal to you today is even better than a time machine.
It’s the name of the “little” technology—and the companies already using it—that
could mean BIG gains in the short- and long-term.

Wouldn’t you like the same foresight as the Oracle of Omaha?
Here it is … what could be your LAST chance to get in on an earth-quaking industry
before the masses take hold of it.
Click here to find out what this “impossibly advanced” technology is … and how it
can make YOU impossibly rich.
Here’s to your wealth,
A.J. Wiederman
Senior Investment Writer,
The Motley Fool

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Further samples available at:
KnightCopywriting.com/Portfolio
Or, feel free to give me a call at 970.237.9014 to discuss how I
can take future projects (and stress!) off your plate.

